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There is so much help and information about mood disorders (depression, anxiety etc)
that there is no need to give up or simply put up with it.
Some of the things you can do:
1. Be informed – seek information so you can recognise any symptoms (see the next page for two
good web references). This will help you ‘be in charge’ when you do any of the following.
2. Consult your GP – & don’t just ‘take’ a pill for it…. That may or may not be appropriate

3. Counselling is a major resource for managing mood disorders
4. Medication – where appropriate – in conjunction with good psychological therapy
5. Don’t give up

Other things YOU can do
Exercise – get out and walk for 30-40 minutes each day (good for the heart too!)
Diet – ensure you have a healthy balanced diet
Supplement your diet with vitamins C and B complex
Alcohol – don’t use it to ‘treat’ your ‘down’ mood.
Contact – visit and keep in touch with friends and go out – movies, coffee, the Zoo etc)
List – all the things you like doing – and do them! (even shopping!
Depression can be biological or psychological. It may be triggered by an external event and how
you think about it – or it may be completely physical (e.g. genetic).
Reactive depression – depression occurs as a result of external/environmental factors
Endogenous depression – depression occurs as a result of internal/genetic factors
It is now generally understood that both factors are involved in the occurrence of depression
rather than either/or. (see p 4 below)

Either can be treated – if YOU want it to be!
The following pages are about some techniques that look at a solution focussed approach – rather
than a problem solving one. This is within anyone’s capacity to follow.
The techniques are founded on well tried treatments.
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Disclaimer
This is not intended to be a complete “cure” for depression or other mood disorders. The following are well tried and
proven techniques that have worked for many people who ‘manage’ their depressed state.
However, if you have persistent symptoms of depression or anxiety – consult your GP and obtain a referral to a
psychologist or counsellor who has a good reputation with mood disorder treatment.
Medication
Mild to moderate depressed mood can be managed without medication – but counselling is advised if your symptoms are
prolonged or are recurring periodically over a long period.
High moderate to serious levels of depressed mood often require medication (anti-depressants)
DO NOT be afraid of this – medication is a support – it is you taking charge of your mental health. It is not a crutch.
Often depression and anxiety are caused by some inhibition of neurotransmitters in the brain – i.e. a physical thing! You
wouldn’t let an infection persist – you would manage it by taking a prescribed anti-biotic. Do the same with depression –
take charge and manage it with medication if prescribed – you aren’t being controlled by the pills – you are using them –
which is simply prudent.
Counselling
All levels of depression and anxiety (mild to severe) can benefit from sound counselling – so take advantage of it – even if
your medication ‘controls’ the symptoms. People are often naturally afraid of becoming dependent on medication – so see
it as a tool – to help you be in charge. Counselling will support this positive attitude. In many cases as counselling
progresses, the need for medication may be reduced in dosage or even ceased.

Two good sites to use to inform yourself – this is taking charge.

http://www.beyondblue.org.au/index.aspx?link_id=104.1059

http://mental-health-center.org
keep updated through the blog
http://healthandwellbeing.uwcblog.com
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Introduction

Just Feeling “Down” or Absolutely Rotten a Lot of the Time?
Depression is related to our moods (emotions or feelings) and is an impairment of their proper
functioning. It is a classifiable mood disorder.
Note though: there is a vast difference between “feeling depressed” and suffering from a
pathological depressed mood. The despondency of clinical depression is unrelenting and
overwhelming
We all have our ups and downs. Feeling unhappy or sad in response to disappointment, loss,
frustration or a medical condition is normal.
Experiencing episodes of depressed mood is a common mental disorder that presents with lowered
mood, loss of interest or pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed sleep or appetite,
low energy, and poor concentration.
These problems of depression can become chronic or recurrent and lead to substantial impairments
in an individual's ability to take care of his or her everyday responsibilities.
Depression is a leading cause of disability worldwide and it occurs in persons of all genders, ages,
and backgrounds.
Origins
While the cause of physical conditions can usually be readily identified (e.g. a broken limb while
skiing), with finding the cause or source of seriously depressed moods is not so simple.
The causes of depression can be biological or psychological. It may be triggered by an external
event and how you think about it – or it may be completely physical (e.g. genetic).
Depression has no single cause; often, it results from a combination of things. You may
have no idea why depression has struck you.
Whatever its cause, depression is not just a state of mind. It is related to physical changes in the
brain, and connected to an imbalance of a type of chemical that carries signals in your brain and
nerves. These chemicals are called neurotransmitters.
Summary of Depression Origins
Family history or biochemical. Genetics - It can run in families for generations.
Trauma and stress. Things like financial problems, the breakup of a relationship, or the death of a
loved one can bring on depression.
Personality. People who have low self-esteem and a negative outlook are at higher risk of
becoming depressed. (sometimes this is a depression called dysthymia)
Illness and aging. Serious medical conditions like heart disease, cancer, and HIV can contribute to
depression.
Other psychological disorders. Anxiety disorders, eating disorders, schizophrenia, and
(especially) substance abuse often appear along with depression.
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Gender – there are some arguments that one of the causes of depression lies in gender differences
– women are more prone to non-melancholic depression than men …. the speculation is not based
on one gender being stronger than the other, but rather, that in women hormonal and social factors
play a more significant part.
A major treatment of any of the depression causes – can be in tackling your Negative Self Talk –
that is, how you think about your feelings, behaviours and events in your life – those within your
control and those beyond your control.
In fact, negative self talk could be added to the list of causes without having to worry about a
specific identifier such as stress, personality etc.
Adjusting negative self talk into a positive way of thinking is an effective treatment process that
directly addresses depressive causes and offers resolution techniques within a person’s capacity.
In this brief ebook, we can only touch upon depression causes per se, but in knowing that positive
self talk therapy focuses upon all depression causes, we can have hope that it leads to a solution
focus and not be stuck on a problem focus.
The symptoms of depression should never be ignored in either ourselves (if we even recognize our
feelings as signs of depression) or in others – especially teenagers. Even children can exhibit signs
of depression – depression is not the exclusive domain or illness particular to the adult world.
Signs & symptoms of depression
Feeling sad, “down” or crying most of the day – every day.
Irritability, anger, or hostility
Tearfulness or frequent crying
Withdrawal from friends and family
Loss of interest in activities
Changes in eating and sleeping habits
Significant weight/appetite gain OR loss
Restlessness and agitation
Feelings of worthlessness and guilt
Lack of enthusiasm and motivation
Fatigue or lack of energy
Difficulty concentrating
Recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal thoughts
If five or more of these symptoms have been present for at least two weeks, this probably indicates
depression and therefore needing some form of assessment and treatment.
The person feeling depressed may become increasingly withdrawn and neglect those things that
were once felt to be important, such as cooking, tending the garden or going to work. Increased
use of alcohol and or drugs may be used in an attempt to feel better.
A person may exhibit signs of a depressed mood by being excessively irritable and aggressive particularly with close family members. Risk taking behavior may increase, such as driving carelessly
or crossing roads without looking.
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A Warning: About Signs of Depression In Adolescents
Note: It is important to differentiate between adult depression and teenage depression – where the
warning signs of depression in the latter may also indicate a higher risk of suicide.
And, careful observation of these signs needs to continue if teenagers are taking anti-depressants.
One sign of depressed mood to watch for is if the depressed teen starts to give away his prized
possessions. Also, if he/she has poor impulse control.
Making things even more complicated, teens with depression do not necessarily appear sad, nor do
they always withdraw from others. For some depressed teens, the signs of depression or symptoms
of irritability, aggression, and rage are more prominent.
More information on Teens, Depression, and Medication – see page 23 below
Assessing Depression
A Major Depressive Episode must meet five criteria -there must be :
1. a quality of depressed mood [or loss of interest or pleasure]
2. it has existed for a minimum period of time
3. it is accompanied by a required number of symptoms
4. it has resulted in disability
5. it dose not violate any of the exclusions.

Depression can be reliably diagnosed in primary care. Antidepressant medications and brief,
structured forms of psychotherapy are effective for 60-80 % of those affected by depression and
can be delivered in primary care.
Criteria for Diagnosis of A Clinically Depressed Mood
The client must have felt ‘bad’ most of the day, nearly every day, for at least two weeks.
In the same two weeks, the client has to have had five or more of the following symptoms
and depressed mood or decreased interest or pleasure must be one of the five.
Mood - depressed nearly every day
Interests - markedly lessened
Eating & weight - loss or gain [e.g. 5% a month], markedly decreased appetite
Sleep - excessive or not enough
Observable psychomotor activity - others can see client’s activity is speeded up or slowed down
Self-worth - feeling worthless, inappropriately guilty
Concentration - indecisiveness, has trouble thinking or concentrating
Death - repeated thoughts about death [other than a fear of dying] or suicide or has attempted
suicide.
These symptoms cause clinically important distress, impair social, work or personal functioning and:
They are not a Mixed Episode
They are not related to substance abuse, medical condition/medication
They are not within two months of a bereavement [unless severe]
Remember the symptoms of depression are very treatable
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Briefly the symptoms of depression assessment focus around heightened negative affects on levels
of sadness, discouragement, satisfaction, failure, guilt, punishment, disappointment, self blame,
suicide ideation, crying, irritation, loss of interpersonal interests, indecisiveness, self image,
motivation, sleep, fatigue, appetite, weight, health worry, interest in sex.
With treatment and help, you can feel better. Learning how to understand depression symptoms –
and the signs and causes – is the first step to overcoming the problem.
More things YOU can do in a planned treatment regime
Find exceptions to when you are depressed – and do them more often – these are essential to
identify in a therapy as they can remind you of what it feels like to feel good – and that’s depression
treatment at its best.
Other things you can do for in a planned treatment regime
Inform yourself – do a bit of research – learn about causes and treatments
Talk to a doctor (but not just to take a pill!)
Counseling – your best path to wellbeing – but sometimes in conjunction with meds.
Medication – don’t be afraid of it OR be over-reliant on it – it is a bridge to health
Persist and don’t give up

You Are In Charge Of Your Life
It is great if you are taking charge of your life and researching mental health issues – this will
empower you and put you in control of your health – but do not leave it at research or only take
your advice from the internet.
Always consult a professional clinician whom you trust. Your search here at the Mental Health
Center.org will assist you be better informed AND this is what you can take with you when you
consult a counselor or mental health worker.
You do not need to take need to be alone in your journey towards wellbeing.
Just as you would not let a serious ‘physical’ symptoms (e.g. high blood pressure, cholesterol) go
untreated, likewise do not let your ‘inner health’ – your mental health problems remain untreated.
See yourself as a whole person – physical and mental – the body and the mind – they cannot be
separated…. or should not be when considering your overall personal wellbeing.
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Anxiety Disorders
What are They and do I have One?
There are a number of stressful medical/psychological conditions affecting people world-wide, but
one of the broadest topics are the mood disorders associated with anxiety.
Anxiety of itself isn’t necessarily problematic as it is a natural reaction to stress, but when it
becomes disabling then it becomes an anxiety disorder.
Millions suffer from anxiety to some degree or another, and specific anxiety disorders vary greatly
from person to person. The disorder can grow progressively worse without treatment.
Five Major Types Of Anxiety Disorders Are:
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD)
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
Panic Disorder
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
Social Phobia (or social anxiety disorder)
One of the most common kinds of problematic anxiety is panic disorder in which the person have
unexpected debilitating panic attacks repeatedly.
These have a range of intensities and can be controlled from a range of improved therapies.
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder is also very common. With this anxiety disorder, the sufferer had
uncontrollable and unwanted urges to repeatedly perform a certain task, such as brushing their hair,
or washing their hands.
There are also types of anxiety disorders that do not have to do with genetic conditions. An
example of this is Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) victims.
With this anxiety disorder patients have persistent frightening thoughts and memories of an event
that was extremely stressful, such as a car wreck or a military battle.
Phobias are also classified as anxiety related disorders. People can fear certain things, e.g. open
spaces (agoraphobia), heights (acrophobia), or any number of things. Phobias are usually irrational,
very intense and proximate to the feared item or of being placed in the feared situation will usually
provokes a panic attack.
Many people suffering from anxiety issues are simply diagnosed with GAD, or Generalize Anxiety
Disorder. GAD is a condition in which people anxiety and worry at more than normal or typical
levels. They do not experience panic attacks
Disorders associated with anxiety can affect all people, regardless of age, economic status, race,
religion, or gender.
A Caution Regarding Symptoms of Anxiety Disorders
Do not self diagnose. Anxiety disorder symptoms can mimic a number of physical conditions and it
is important that a medical assessment and diagnosis is made by your treating doctor or specialist
counselor.
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Once diagnosed, that is the symptoms are recognized as such, understanding your symptoms is a
vital component in the recovery process.
The symptoms of panic attacks and anxiety disorder symptoms can be many and varied
Some symptoms
Breathing difficulties
Excessive perspiration
Light-headedness
Intense body heat
Chest pain or heart palpitations
Sleeping difficulties
Lack of concentration
Feeling detached from your body
'Ants crawling' sensation
Tingling feeling thru body
Headaches
Night sweats
Fight or flight
Nausea
Extreme exhaustion/fatigue
Fears – of a heart attack, dying, losing control, making a fool of yourself, embarrassment
Because some of these anxiety disorder symptoms may indicate another condition, you need to
consult your doctor (e.g. with chest pains)
Anxiety disorder symptoms should not be ignored.
Anxiety is a generalized mood condition that occurs without an identifiable triggering stimulus. It is
different from fear, which occurs in the presence of an external threat.
It is a normal response to stress, but if excessive, then the anxiety disorder symptoms need to be
alleviated with professional help if you cannot deal with them. Dealing with stress can often be an
answer as both conditions share many symptoms and treatment forms.
Although not all anxiety sufferers have panic attacks, they are a common symptom of Anxiety
disorder.
Fear is one of the most common symptoms.

The key is to catch the problem before it significantly disrupts daily life, and consultation with your
doctor will usually open ways for effective treatment of most anxiety disorders.
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The Path to Managing Depression

YOU CANNOT THINK OF A SOLUTION
IF YOU ARE FOCUSSED ON THE PROBLEM
Therefore: put your PRIMARY focus elsewhere than on the problem.
Ask yourself: When does the problem NOT occur ...... identify these
EXCEPTIONS
..... and do more of them !!!
This is called:

Looking for solutions

Solutions are:

Alternative behaviours / actions/ options that move us in a different direction, along a
different or new path

NB they help us look at the issue differently & reframe it so that we can see a different perspective
So as these come into play - - -the problem [going along on the old path] is left behind
i.e. it is dealt with as a secondary focus - indirectly even ----- allowing you to focus on the
MOST important issue --- your own self and needs ---- which are the greater priority.
Therefore what are some possible / viable alternatives ?????
Reflect about your lifestyle: your goals; activities, challenges ...are they positive
and growth producing.
Seriously put in place the “EXCEPTIONS” to your stress, anxiety, negative
Behaviour or attitudes or depressed mood that you experience….. when the problem is occurring or
‘blocking’ you.
e.g. activities that are relaxing [stress relieving]
therefore make a list of such activities - these are part of the strategy
and do more of them!

Look for BOTH / AND solutions not either / or choices
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The Analogy of the Road
As long as you travel only along the top path - you will always delay or put off dealing with
your stress, anxiety, negative behaviour, attitudes or depressed mood symptoms.
The path you have been travelling along until now and along which you are experiencing
your problem/issue with no relief or discoverable solutions

An Alternative track that allows you to discover
Exceptions (& relief) … yet still move you in the
same direction.
By dealing with (managing) your stress etc, you can attempt some needed re-focussing and
let it become your first choice of route and let the rest travel along on it’s own momentum
Each time you wait for some resolution of issues on the top path YOU place an obstacle in
the road of the lower path ....that is YOU contribute to your stress, depressed mood etc.

Interpersonal conflict as a source of stress
People mutually affect each other - both positively and negatively
Changing your interactive behaviour ... and / or ... your interpretation of another’s
behaviours and attitudes can assist develop a different and more positive view
[perspective] ... thus defusing conflict and lessening emotional pain.
One way to do this:
List: the positive ways you affect each other
List: the negative ways you affect each other
By identifying these positives and negatives you can then
1. Actively strive to reduce the negative behaviours or attitudes.
2. Increase the positive behaviours
In time #2 also helps lessen or avoid #1
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Depression / Anxiety and SELF-TALK
Activating event

Our belief about the event

consequences or emotional behaviour

[self talk]

A <-------------------------------------------- B --------------------------------------------------> C
D ------------------> E ------------------------> F
Dispute the belief

effect

new feeling
[The result is

NB

new behaviour

A is not necessarily the cause of C [consequences]
....rather it is usually how we view or interpret or what we believe
about A that causes C......the B factor (negative self talk) alters it.

SELF TALK - can be negative or positive - it’s your choice
A
B
C
D
E

A

=
=
=
=
=

the activating event that causes distress
the beliefs / thoughts we have about A
the consequences - resulting feelings [negative]
disputing the B - through reworking our self talk language
new [positive] feelings - a new consequence

----------------------does not cause--------------------------------C

B ------------------------ causes --------------------------------------- C
It is what we say to ourselves in response to any particular situation that mainly
determines our mood and feelings.
Often we say it so quickly and automatically that we don’t even notice, and so we get the impression
that the external situation “makes” us feel the way we do.
But, it is really our interpretations and thoughts about what is happening that form the basis of our feelings

External
Events

Interpretation
of events
& self talk

Feelings
and
reactions

You are largely responsible for how you feel [except for determinants like illness]
This is an extremely important truth - one that takes a long time to grasp. It’s often much easier to blame
the way you feel on something or someone outside yourself than to take / accept responsibility for your
reactions.

Yet accepting that responsibility allows you to take charge and have mastery of your life - and enjoy
living a happier, more effective, and anxiety free life.
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In the A B C of Self Talk – i.e. with our internal monologue – go for D and E
Avoid the distorted descriptive cognitions [ways of thinking] and irrational or distorted
evaluative cognitions [ways of believing]
Self Talk:
Self Talk:
Self Talk:
Self Talk:
Self Talk:

learn to slow down and take note of your internal monologue
if negative, is typically distorted or irrational - but almost always sounds like the
truth
if negative it perpetuates avoidance
if negative it can initiate or aggravate a panic attack
when negative it is a series of bad habits - you have learnt to think that way - this
can be changed/unlearned

The most effective way to deal with negative Self Talk is to counter it with positive,
supportive statements.
Countering involves writing down and rehearsing positive statements which directly refute or
invalidate your negative Self Talk - this takes practice and persistence - remember you have
had years to practice your negative Self Talk.
You can weaken the hold of your negative self-statements by exposing them to any of the
following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the evidence for this?
Is this always true?
Has this been true in the past?
What are the odds of this really
happening or being true?

Ask yourself:

5. Am I looking at the whole picture?
6. Am I being fully objective?
7. What is the worst that can happen?
What is so bad about that?
8 What would I do if the worst happened?

“What am I telling myself that’s making me feel this way?”
“Do I really want to do this to myself?”
”Do I really want to stay upset?”

Learn to recognize and discard self-defeating thoughts and ways of speaking
Disputing irrational / distorted thoughts /attitudes / beliefs
For example ask yourself any or all of the following [if appropriate]:
Where is the evidence for your belief ........ about such & such ???
Why is it terrible & horrible if life is not the way you want it to be ???
Where is it written that you “cannot stand it any longer” ie an event or situation etc?
Why do you assume that you are a rotten person because of the way you behave?
Ask yourself:
“Where did I learn that I will be a failure if I don’t succeed at everything I try to do”?
and note --- if things /life don’t go the way I would like it to - it IS NOT awful, just
inconvenient – perhaps even bloody inconvenient. It’s not a disaster so don’t use
catastrophizing words! (see example on page 16)
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Systematic errors
in reasoning

That we often make - and which lead to misconceptions/faulty
assumptions

Arbitrary Inferences:

Drawing conclusions without supporting evidence.
[includes catastrophising - thinking of the worst case scenario]

Selective Abstraction:

forming conclusions based on an isolated detail of an event [i.e. ignoring
the rest] e.g. also measuring ourselves by our errors/mistakes and not
by our successes.

Overgeneralization:

Building / holding extreme beliefs based on a single event/case and then
applying them inappropriately to other events -e.g. if you have had
difficulty
dealing with one child - you assume you will always have
difficulty dealing
with other children.

Magnification and
minimalisation

Perceiving a case / situation in a greater / lesser light than it deserves.
- excessive weight put on an error - see also selective abstraction above

Personalisation:

A tendency to relate external events to ourselves even when there is no
basis for making this connection. e.g. someone does not respond to your
proposal - and you conclude that you are a failure - when they might well
have totally different reasons - but you assume it’s you, or something you
have done or not done.

Labelling/mislabelling:

Polarized thinking:

Portraying our identity on the basis of imperfections and mistakes made in
the past and allowing them to define our identity. e.g. if you don’t live up
to certain standards or expectations you might conclude “I’m totally
worthless
....etc” [but - where is that evidence?]
involves thinking & interpreting in “all or nothing’ terms or categorizing
experiences in either / or extremes; i.e. being black & white only –
ignoring the shades of grey e.g. if you don’t respond/act as the perfect
mother [always successful] then you’re a flop - no allowance for being
human, making mistakes etc!!!

Learn to recognize and discard self-defeating thoughts and ways of speaking
WATCH YOUR SELF-TALK
Emotional disturbances are largely the product of irrational, self-defeating thinking .......
.....we tend to demand that the world should ought to must be different etc.
i.e. we tend to ‘catastrophise’ things ...ordinary things, everyday reactions ..... place
excessive weight/importance on them .....
1.
Acknowledge we are largely responsible for creating our own emotional problems
........ without putting yourself down
2.

Accept the notion you have the ability to change disturbances ----by the way you think/

3.

See the value of disputing unreasonable beliefs

believe

4.
Be prepared to work hard in emotive/behaviour ways if you expect to change and
remove dysfunctional feelings and actions .
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WITH REGARDS TO PROBLEMS
FIRST, ask yourself ...how do you know this is a problem for you ...
then:
look for exceptions ..... when is the problem not occurring ?
then:
see how you can create more of those exception situations [when the problem/s does not
occur!!]
and do more of that !!!!
This will also show that you actually do have control of your situations or problems
and that you can avoid previous unworkable solution attempts.

Persistence
Note to utilize ABC self talk [disputing etc] does take a deliberate effort - seeming at first to be
artificial, structured and somewhat unnatural ..... because you have to make a conscious effort
regarding something that has been habitual or unconscious to this point.
The aim is to modify inaccurate, negative or dysfunctional thinking - discriminating between your
thoughts [beliefs about an event etc] and events that occur in reality – i.e. by discerning that they may be
different - can help you have an entirely different emotional response - you can give yourself
permission to cope in this way - to be human.
Look for evidence that supports or contradicts your views and hypotheses - are your criteria too
absolutist, broad or extreme? The rules we set ourselves can be too unrealistic, inappropriate [for
the situation], or excessive.
FLEXIBILITY VS INFLEXIBILITY ....... which one wins when you question yourself?
Appropriate ..... is a very good word / concept ...... it can keep us from being excessive - in our
reaction or lack of reaction - in being too slack or too rigid..... it helps us discern negative or positive
responses.
Is the belief or response, or behaviour [action] an appropriate one to make? [e.g. see magnification /
minimalisation above]?

Avoid using absolute type words [should, ought must, never, always]
e.g. she should always do it such & such a way. He never does it right. I ought to be able to cope with
anything. Life should be fairer!
e.g. instead of “He should always respond when I want” ... to ...... “I’d prefer it if he obeyed, but I can
cope and manage anyway” ie talk yourself into a gentler mode of expression/word use and then the
ramifications [results emotionally] will be gentler
Try changing absolutist language into preferences, e.g.
“I’d rather or I’d prefer” ...... than “ it should be; he must; he ought etc.”

Mistaken Beliefs
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By now you may have asked "Where does negative self-talk come from?" In most cases it's possible
to trace negative thinking back to deeper-lying beliefs or assumptions about ourselves, others, and
life in general.
These basic assumptions have been variously called “scripts 'core beliefs," 'life decisions,"
'fallacious beliefs,' or "mistaken beliefs." While growing up we learned them from our parents,
teachers, and peers as well as from the larger society around us. These beliefs are typically so basic
to our thinking that we do not recognize them as beliefs at all-we just take them for granted and
assume them to reflect reality.
Examples of mistaken beliefs that you might hold are 'I'm powerless," 'Life is a struggle,' or "I should
always look good and act nice no matter how 1 feel.' There is nothing new about the idea of
mistaken beliefs-they are a part of what people have in mind when they refer to your "attitude' or
"outlook."
Mistaken beliefs are at the root of much of the anxiety you experience. As discussed, you talk
yourself into much of your anxiety by anticipating the worst (what-if thinking), putting yourself down
(self-critical thinking), and pushing yourself to meet unreasonable demands and expectations
(perfectionist thinking). Underlying these destructive patterns of self-talk are some basic false
assumptions about yourself and "the way life is."
You could save yourself quite a bit of worrying, for example, if you let go of the basic assumption, "I
must worry about a problem before there's any chance it will go away.' Similarly, you would feel
more confident and secure if you discarded the mistaken beliefs, "I'm nothing unless 1 succeed" or
"I'm nothing unless others love and approve of me."
Once again, life would be less stressful and tense if you would let go of the belief, "I must do it
perfectly or it's not worth bothering to try." You can go a long way toward creating a less anxious
way of life by working on changing the basic assumptions that tend to perpetuate anxiety.
Mistaken beliefs often keep you from achieving your most important goals in life. You might ask
yourself right now, "What is it that 1 really want out of life?
What would 1 attempt to do if 1 knew 1 could not fail?' Take a few minutes to seriously reflect on this
and write your answer in the space below. (Use a separate sheet of paper if you need more room.)
Are you a:
Perfectionist
Worrier
Victim
Critic
See the addendum on page 14
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Rules for Writing Positive Counterstatements
Self-Talk
Try to identify your negative self talk by writing it down on the left side of a page – leave the right half
clear. This side will be for writing counter statements, but read the following first.
You can weaken the hold of your negative self-statements by exposing them to any of the following
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the evidence for this?
Is this always true?
Has this been true in the past?
What are the odds of this really
happening or being true?

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Am I looking at the whole picture?
Am I being fully objective?
What is the worst that can happen?
What is so bad about that?
What would I do if the worst happened?

If you feel attached to your negative self-talk, use any of the above Socratic questions to evaluate
the validity of what you're telling yourself. In most cases, you'll find that the negative have little basis
in reality. At worst, they will be only partially or occasionally true. Once you've discredited a
particular subconscious viewpoint, you will be ready to counter with positive, supportive statements.
The most effective means of altering your negative self talk is through writing counter statements –
that is an positive version
Avoid negatives in writing your counter statements. Instead of saying "I'm not going to panic when 1
board the plane," ", "I am confident and calm about boarding the plane." Telling yourself something
will not happen is more likely to create anxiety than giving yourself a direct affirmation.
2. Keep counterstatements in the present tense ('1 can breathe and let these feelings pass" is
preferable to "I will feel better in a few minutes"). Since much of your negative self-talk is in the hereand-now, it needs to be countered by statements that are also in the present tense. If you're not
ready to directly affirm something, try beginning your positive statement with: "I am willing to...," "I
am learning to
"I am coming...,' "I can...."
3. Wherever possible, keep your statements in the first person. Begin them with "1' or refer to "I"
somewhere in the statement. It's O.K. to write a sentence or two explaining the basis for your
counterstatement), but try to end with an 1-statement.
4. It's important that you have some belief in your positive self-talk. Don't write something down just
because it's positive if you don't actually believe it. If appropriate, use the Socratic questions to
challenge your negative self-talk first, and then follow this up with a positive counterstatement that
holds some personal credibility for you.
To get you started, here are some more examples of positive counterstatements you can use with
each of the main sub-personalities that lead us into negative internal monologue.
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Looking at yourself differently ........

re assessing depressed mood

Decisions to make to dig yourself out of the depression hole
1.

I will end my loneliness because I accept and value myself.

2.

I shall take the risk of other people.

3.

I don’t expect instant results.

4.

I will be interested in other people.

5.

I will improve my skills in listening and asking questions.

6.

I will become skilled at seeing things through other people’s points of view.

7.

I will try to improve my understanding of the consequences of my behaviour.

8.

I will be more accepting of other people’s anger and not take it personally.

9.

I will improve my skills in distinguishing real from imaginary enemies.

10. I will learn how to receive generously.
11. I will let go of envy and allow myself to feel sad.
12. I will learn to share my sadness with others and to share their sadness.
The depth of depression is often a measure of the size of the gap between our expectations
and reality.
acknowledgment: Dr John Irvine {Sunday Times]

FLEXIBILITY VS INFLEXIBILITY ....... which one wins when you question yourself?
Appropriate ..... is a very good word / concept ...... it can keep us from being excessive - in our reaction

or lack of reaction - in being too slack or too rigid..... it helps us discern negative or positive responses.
Is the belief or response, or behaviour [action] an appropriate one to make? [eg see magnification / minimalization above]
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APPLYING ABC SELF TALK

AN EXAMPLE

Scenario: A person is depressed because they cannot find Mr/Mrs/Ms Right
“I need to accept that a relationship may never happen
and so I can go ahead with other things”

n.b. use of never is absolute
and leaves no leeway - locks
the speaker in between two
walls as it were

Therefore avoiding absolute words like never / should / ought etc.
they don’t allow further action/alternatives - to move on - TO get you over the wall
[1]

Using NEVER is like saying “what if ... I don’t have a relationship ......”
This results in [at least] despondent feelings - being upset - depressed mood .......or crying etc
but nothing else ...... it doesn’t take you forward or open up other positive options.
That is because “what if ...” is PREDICTIVE . ........... expecting to know the future
[using the word “never” does this too]

[2]

But if you insert “would I do” between what and if tin that sentence then you change the
predictive
into a proactive mode and allow yourself other possibilities - to move on to other options
etc

THUS: “What would I do if I don’t have a relationship” ..... is open ended - it asks for
options/alternatives – which might move you onto other things/directions/acceptance
it moves your thinking on - not limited by the boundaries absolute or predictive words create.
So while both can allow you to perhaps have acceptance that there may not be a relationship
- the second allows you to be not limited/restricted to that thought - and thus end up depressed.

The first [1] offers an absence - leaves nothing to build upon

negative

The second [2] offers a presence - doesn’t leave you up in the air -

positive

It gives you something - IF you answer it of course.
SO focus on the answer/s you may come up with as a result of the second [2] and not
focus on only a question - which is all number one [1] really is.
“What if I don’t have a relationship?”

insert here
“What (would I do) if I don’t have a relationship?
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This can’t be answered
Because you cannot
predict the future

Perhaps learning to be
‘single’ is OK after all –
even if not preferable

Addendum
The Perfectionist (Promotes chronic stress and burnout)
Characteristics:
This subconscious aspect of our personality is constantly telling you that your efforts aren't good enough, that
you should be working harder, that you should always have everything under control, should always be
competent, should always be pleasing & should always be ……….(fill in whatever you keep telling yourself
that you "should" do or be).
The Perfectionist is the hard-driving part of you that wants to be best and is intolerant of mistakes or setbacks.
It has a tendency to try to convince you that your self-worth is dependent on externals such as vocational
achievement, money and status, acceptance by others, being loved, or your consistent ability to be pleasing
and nice to others regardless of what they do.
The Perfectionist isn't convinced by any notions of your inherent self-worth, but instead pushes you into stress,
exhaustion, and burnout in pursuit of its goals. It likes to ignore warning signals from your body.
Favourite Expressions: "I should." "I have to.' "I must."
Examples: The Perfectionist may provide such instructions as "I should always be on top of things,' "I should
always be considerate and unselfish,' 'I should always be pleasant and nice,' "I have to (get this job, make this
amount of money, receive Is approval, etc.) or I'm not worth much."
Should statements are the hallmark of the Perfectionist sub-personality described earlier. You are using them
whenever you tell yourself 'I should do this,' "I must do that,' or 'I have to" in an attempt to motivate yourself to
do something. In cases of ethical responsibility or common courtesy, shoulds can be appropriate.
There's nothing wrong with such should statements as "I should let him know that I appreciate the favour he
did,' "I should be honest on my income tax,' "I should teach Johnny to look both ways when he crosses the
street.' The difficulty arises when you use "I should" or 'I must' to pressure yourself to meet self-imposed
expectations that are unreasonably high. For example:
"Should Statements'
"I should always be pleasing and cheerful to others, despite my feelings."
'I should be totally competent."
"I should be a 'perfect' spouse, parent, lover, friend, worker, student, etc."
'I should be totally self-reliant."
'I should never get tired or sick."
"I should never feel negative emotions like anger or jealousy.'
'I should have achievements that bring me status and / or wealth."
"I should not be susceptible to panic attacks."
'I should never be afraid."
Imposing should statements on yourself such as the ones above is guaranteed to keep you anxious and tense.
Such statements also lower your confidence and self-esteem. After the Perfectionist tells you what you should
do, the Critic comes in to inform you about how far you fall short.
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How can you tell when your should statements are appropriate and when they are reflections of a stressinducing bad habit? In Chapter 7 of their book Self-Esteem, Matthew McKay and Patrick Fanning outline four
criteria for determining when a should reflects 'healthy" versus "unhealthy' standards.
1. Is this standard flexible - in other words, does it allow for exceptions, or is it rigid and global with no
exceptions?
2. Is this standard based on your own experience or is it 'inherited'-without your ever having questioned it-from
your parents?
3. Is this standard realistic (does it take into account all the consequences its application may lead to), or is it
based on an arbitrary sense of rightness, regardless of consequences?
4. Is this standard life-enhancing (does it acknowledge your needs and feelings or is it life-restricting (ignore
your needs and feelings)?
When you find that you're telling yourself "I should" or "I must," you can evaluate the appropriateness of your
self-talk according to these criteria. Failing even one of the criteria is enough to cast serious doubt on the
reasonableness of a particular should statement. Consider the following example:
Should Statement "I should always be pleasing and positive toward others.'
Questioning :"Is this something I've tested out for myself, or did 1 accept it unquestioningly from my parents?
Does this acknowledge my needs and feelings or does it ignore them?"
Counterstatement
"My mother gave me the message that 1 should always be pleasing, no matter what the situation. In my own
experience, I've learned that there are times when it's hypocritical to act this way. This should also ignore my
needs and feelings, as there are times when I don't really feel like being cheerful and pleasing. Conclusion: It's
O.K. not to always be pleasing and cheerful."
Exercise
Notice during the course of a week how often you tell yourself "I should do this," 'I must do that," or "I have to.'
Write these down in the left-hand column of one of your worksheets. Use the four criteria above to challenge
shoulds involving excessively high and rigid standards imposed on yourself. Use the suggested Socratic
questions to refute shoulds involving unrealistic expectations about life. Write your counterstatements in the
right-hand column of your worksheet.
Negative self-talk is nothing more than an accumulation of self-limiting mental habits. You can begin to break
these habits by noticing occasions when you engage in unconstructive dialogues with yourself and then
countering them, preferably in writing, with more positive, rational statements. It took repetition over many
years to internalise your habits of negative self-talk; it will likewise take repetition and practice to learn more
constructive and helpful ways of thinking.
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The same technique can be applied to the following
The Worrier
Instead of "What if..." you can say, 'So what," "I can handle this," 'I can be anxious and still do this,"
"This may be scary, but 1 can tolerate a little anxiety, knowing that it will pass," "I'll get used to this
with practice,' or 'I can retreat if necessary."
The Critic
Instead of putting yourself down, you can say, "I'm O.K. the way 1 am," "I'm lovable and capable,"
"I'm a unique and creative person," "I deserve the good things in life as much as anyone else," "I
accept and believe in myself," or "I am worthy of the respect of others."
The Victim
Instead of feeling hopeless, you can say, "I don't have to be all better tomorrow," "I can continue to
make progress one step at a time," "I acknowledge the progress I've made and will continue to
improve," "It's never too late to change," or "I'm willing to see the glass as half-full rather than halfempty."

EXAMPLE
Catastrophic Thoughts:
"If 1 were diagnosed with cancer that would be the end. I couldn't take it. I'd be better off ending things quickly
and killing myself.'
Questioning: If the unlikely happened and I really were diagnosed with cancer, how terrible could that be?
Would I actually go to pieces and just want to die?'
Counterstatements: "As bad as a cancer diagnosis would be, it's unlikely that I would totally go to pieces. After
an initial difficult adjustment to the fact - which might take days to weeks ----- I would most likely begin to think
about what I needed to do to deal with the situation. It would certainly be difficult, yet it wouldn't be a situation
that I was less equipped to handle than anyone else."
Apply the same to such negative self talk as comments like
“Everything bad seems to happen all at once and this make the day totally awful”
The counter statement only has to identify one alternative to your negative statement and that renders it invalid
and therefore renders the negative emotion/feeling that accompanied the negative statement as invalid also.
One way to do this is to think of a positive thing that happened that same day ….so the day was not totally
awful …. Ok it was not great ….. but you can cope.
Or you can say – it could be that I get bad news every day – better to come all at once – and that leaves me
the other days to get settled and deal with the issues at my pace……
Overestimating Thoughts:
"I have no energy and feel tired all the time. Maybe I have cancer and don't know that I have cancer
Questioning: "What are the odds that symptoms of low energy and fatigue mean that I have cancer?"
Counter statement; “Symptoms of fatigue & low energy can be indicative of all kinds of physical and
psychological conditions from a virus to depression to an allergy and so on. There are so many possible
explanations of my condition and I don’t have specific cancer symptoms so the odds must be really low.”
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Teenage Depression
While we can dismiss much of a teenager’s moodiness as just being hormonal melancholy, we can’t
just dismiss all down moods as that. Teenage depression is a reality that can have serious
deleterious affects on a teen’s life in all aspects.
With all the drama that the teenager years can manifest, it isn’t always easy to differentiate
between teenage depression and normal teenage moodiness.
As we know, teenage years aren’t easy – they are in the throes of development and bridging into
adulthood. It when they consolidate a strong sense of self – or not.
Teen Depression is a Reality to be Taken Seriously
Depression in teens can occur and does occur – at all levels from mild to clinically very serious. It
is not always problematic behaviour or mood swings when a teen is ‘playing up’.
Be concerned and act on signs of teenage depression as it destroys the very essence of a teenager’s
personality, causing an overwhelming sense of sadness, despair, or anger. And, depression strikes
teens far more often than most people think.
Left untreated, teenage depression can lead to problems at home and school, drug abuse, selfloathing—even irreversible tragedy such as suicide.
Fortunately, depression is highly treatable, and concerned adults can do many things to help.
Teenage depression can look very different from depression in adults. The following symptoms of
teenage depression are more common in teens than in their adult counterparts:
Irritable/angry mood,
Unexplained aches and pains
Extreme sensitivity to criticism. (This is a particular problem for “over-achievers.”)
Withdrawal from some, but not all people
The negative effects of depression on teenagers varies. Many rebellious and unhealthy behaviors or
attitudes in teenagers are actually indications of teenage depressed mood.
Teens often “act out” or “act in” in an attempt to cope with their emotional pain. So take care how
you categorize or assess behaviors such as:
School problems
Running away
Substance abuse
Low self esteem
Eating disorders
Reckless behaviour
Self injury and suicide ideation
Adolescents with serious depression often think, speak, or make "attention-getting" attempts at
suicide. Suicidal thoughts or behaviors should always be taken very seriously.
Evidence of teenage depression should be watched closely for any signs of suicidal thoughts or
behavior. The warning signs include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talking or joking about committing suicide.
Saying things like, “I’d be better off dead,” “I wish I could disappear forever,” or “There’s no
way out.”
Speaking positively about death or romanticizing dying (“If I died, people might love me
more”).
Writing stories and poems about death, dying, or suicide.
Engaging in reckless behavior or having a lot of accidents resulting in injury.
Giving away prized possessions.
Saying goodbye to friends and family as if for good.
Seeking out weapons, pills, or other ways to kill themselves.

Gender identity and sexual orientation issues can also lead to serious a depressive condition and self
harm
Teenage depression is eminently treatable, but don’t just hope the symptoms will go away. Get
expert help – in learning about both depression in teens and how to approach and help the teen.
Be loving and non judgmental and talk to the teen – share concerns and let them KNOW they aren’t
as ‘really’ alone – as they might imagine.

Depression Medication and Teenagers
There are a number of depression treatment options for teenagers, including one-on-one talk
therapy, group or family therapy, and targeted medications from a variety of anti-depressants
available.
When depression medication is used, it should not be the only strategy
Unfortunately, some parents feel pushed into medicating depression over other treatments that may
be considered too cost-prohibitive or time-intensive.
And, many general practitioners hand out medication for apparent symptoms of depressed mood
with little or no exploratory therapy and follow up.
Unless your child is considered to be high risk for suicide (in which case medication and/or constant
observation may be necessary), you should carefully weigh your options before committing to any
one treatment, especially stand alone medication for depression.

Risks of teenage Depression Medication use
In severe cases of depression, medication may help ease symptoms. However, antidepressants
aren’t always the best treatment option.
Depression medication comes with risks and side effects of their own, including a number of safety
concerns specific to children and young adults.
Antidepressant medications may increase the risk of suicidal thinking and behavior in some
teenagers.
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The risk of suicide is particularly great during the first one to two months of antidepressant
treatment.
Certain young adults are at an even greater risk for suicide when taking antidepressants, including
teens with bipolar disorder, a family history of bipolar disorder, or a history of previous suicide
attempts.
Teenagers on depression medication should be closely monitored for any sign that the depression is
getting worse.
Warning signs include new or worsening symptoms of agitation, irritability, or anger. Unusual
changes in behavior are also red flags.
According to FDA guidelines, after starting an antidepressant or changing the dosage, your teenager
should see their doctor:
•
•
•
•

Once a week for four weeks
Every 2 weeks for the next month
At the end of their 12th week taking the prescribed depression medication
More often if problems or questions arise

The road to your depressed teenager’s recovery may be bumpy, so be patient. Rejoice in small
victories and prepare for the occasional setback. As long as you’re doing your best to get your teen
the necessary help, you’re doing your job.
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